
NOTES 
-This illusion takes a little practice. Be sure to thoroughly practice and 
be ready before trying this trick on your volunteers.  

-These balls are a sponge product and water is good for them. If they 
are squished or dirty, simply wash them gently beneath running water, 
squeeze out the excess water and let them dry.  

-In shipping, because of being packaged or stored in tight spaces, the 
balls may lose their shape. Working a few drops of water into your 
sponge balls helps them to simply bounce back to their original shape.  

-You can find a variety of other uses for your sponge balls by simply 
searching online.  

SPIRITUAL APPLICATION 
Tell your group, “This trick is all about distraction and the Bible gives us 
a warning about not being distracted by the things of this world (or the 
schemes of the devil)” 

With this application you can use verses such as 1 Peter 5:8, 1 John 
2:15-16, Matthew 6:33 and even Colossians 3:1-2. Jesus overcoming 
temptation in Matthew 4 is a great Bible story to share with this trick to 
show how He wasn’t pulled in by temptation and distracted by selfish 
and worldly desires. Since there are three balls, each one could 
represent a different temptation and then you could surprise them with 
the fourth and tie it to the verse for the day, etc.  

Find more Christian illusions and resources at: 
www.330resources.org 
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THE BALL TRICK – A BASIC ROUTINE 

VIDEO INSTRUCTIONS 
Use the LOGIN Button at: 330resources.org/the-ball-trick-login/ 

PASSWORD: BT330IL7  – This password is case-sensitive 

INSTRUCTIONS  
Prepare for the trick by putting three balls in one pocket (usually the left) 
and one ball and a pen in the other (usually the right).  

Show three balls to your spectators, setting the balls on a table in front 
of them. Reach in your pocket (with your right hand) to retrieve the pen 
and at the same time, secretly hide the ball inside your closed hand. You 
can say something such as, “I have three balls. Let me get my pen…” 
Pull the pen (and hidden ball) out and look at the pen. I usually say, 
“Yeah, this is the right one.” From this point forward, anytime you are 
holding the pen, you are also secretly palming a ball. The pen is your 
distraction to hide that something else is going on.  

Set your pen down and use your thumb and index finger (still concealing 
the ball beneath the other fingers) as pinchers to pick up a ball. I usually 
say, “Now I’m going to take this middle ball and open your hand, please. 
I’m going to put it inside your hand.” 

When you put the ball inside their hand, you are going to give them both 
balls. As you do this, swish the two balls together or roll them slightly as 
you place them into your volunteer’s hand to hide that there are two 
balls and not just one. Close their hand and say, “Now close your hand 
real tight. Just a little bit tighter, please. Good.”  

At this point, your volunteer has two balls in his hand and you have 
none in yours with two balls still on the table. Pick up a ball and make it 
appear that you are placing it in your left hand while you are secretly still 
keeping it in the right hand. Here’s how… 

Reach down and pick up one ball with your right hand, using your thumb 
and index finger. Hold your left palm open. Place the ball and fingertips 
of the right hand into the left and close the left fingers around the right 
fingers as you secretly cup the ball beneath the remaining three fingers 
of the right hand—the same place that you were previously hiding the 
first ball. Some people make this motion a quick sweeping motion that 
moves the ball secretly from the thumb and index finger as it touches 
the left palm behind the other fingers. Other do this like a quick “stick 
and then close” movement. Either way, this is a swift motion where you 
are making it look like you are putting the ball in your left hand while still 
concealing it in the right hand. Your left hand must remain closed as if 
holding a ball. Practice this move until you are comfortable with it. 
Move your right hand down and use your thumb and index fingers to 
pick up your pen. Again, holding the pen simply disguises the fact that 
your hand is closed, hiding the ball.  

At this point you can do whatever you want to make your volunteer think 
that the ball is jumping from your left hand to his – you can put your left 
(closed hand) on top of his or fist bump them together three times or 
gently blow toward his hand, etc. Then I usually ask, “Did you feel that? 
Do you feel anything moving in your hand?” 

Open your left hand to show that it is empty and then ask them to open 
their hand. There will be two balls. If the balls are new, they will probably 
jump out of their hand. If you don’t want the balls jumping out, ask him 
to open his hand slowly. He is now holding two balls.  

Put your pen down and using your right hand (that is hiding a ball) reach 
out and take the two balls out of his hand. Now you have three balls in 
your hand, ready to hand to the next volunteer or even the same 
person.  

Simply repeat this process to make three and then four balls appear in 
his hand:  

(1) Pick up the balls (adding the hidden ball) 
(2) Pick up a ball from the table and pretend to put it in your left 

hand, secretly palming it in the right hand. 
(3) Pick up your pen with your right hand to hide that it is closed 

around a hidden ball. 
(4) Help the volunteer believe that the ball is jumping from your 

hand to his. 

After your volunteer opens his hand to reveal three balls, again reach 
out with your right hand (which is concealing the fourth ball) and take 
the balls from his hand. Remember, to this point he has only seen three 
balls at a time. This is when I usually say, “Now this is the my favorite 
part. Open your hand again.” I place all four balls in his hand. “Now 
close your hand.”  

Then I tell him to imagine a fourth ball. “Pretend that I have a fourth ball 
and I put it in this hand (my left hand). Now it’s just imaginary but when I 
count to four this imaginary ball is going to jump from my hand into your 
hand. I’m telling you this because some people feel it, like something is 
moving or growing in their hand. Ready. 1-2-3-4.”  

When I say, “4” I usually wave my hand over his with one hand and tap 
the bottom of his hand with the other. These are just more distractions to 
make it look like something more is happening.  

Tell your volunteer to open his hand and to the surprise of everyone, 
there are four balls. 


